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Director, Purchasing
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VACANT
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Cashier
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Carpenter
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HVAC Technician
Fred Bamberg
David Opitzmy
Marjorie Parker
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Regulo Garcia
VACANT

Mover
Robert Martinez

Painter
Reynaldo Gonzalez

Plumber
VACANT

Roofers
Kenneth Kozlka

Secretary, Maintenance
Teresa Minor
Rosemary Hernandez

Assistant Chief, Security Officer
Christopher Bailey
Jaime Davidson

Secretary, Maintenance
VACANT

Grant Accounting Manager
Leisha Brown

Grant Accountant
Beverly Martinez

Payroll Manager
Rosetta Mourer

Payroll Specialist
Donna Troulliet

Security Chief
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Payroll Manager
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Payroll Specialist
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Athletic Director
Graeme Cox

Men's Basketball Coach
Roy Champagne

Assistant Men's Basketball Coach
Louis Means

Women's Volleyball Coach
Danielle Essix

Women's Assistant Volleyball Coach
Andrew Heffele

Secretary, Kinesiology & Wellness/ Athletics/ Speech, Languages & Teacher Education
Mollie Santana
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